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There are two key elements to the Simpla design brief. Form and function. In terms of form 
Simpla is designed by John Bollen to be equally at home in modern buildings made of steel 
and glass, as well as older renovated buildings. And in terms of function, Simpla is light enough 
to be reconfigured by just one person. The result of this harmony between form and function 
is a stable, two-piece table with a lift-off top that is easily manageable. Simpla thus has  
superb space-saving attributes designed to easily accommodate a small space using  
a minimum of time and effort.

SIMPLA®

FEATURES 

Learn more about HOWE and our Moving Sustaina-
bility initiatives here:  
https://www.howe.com/moving-sustainability

SUPPLIERS 
HOWE works closely together with our suppliers to 
continuously reduce our products’ impact on the 
environment. HOWE is thus setting high environmen-
tal demands for both HOWE and our suppliers to 
comply with.

HEALTH PRODUCT DECLARATION (HPD) 
Simpla is covered by an HPD - the prevailing stan-
dard for accurate, reliable and consistent reporting 
of product contents and associated health informa- 
tion – The HPD is harmonized with a.o. Cradle-to- 
Cradle, BIFMA, LEED, and WELL certificates.
CURRENTLY UNDER RECERTIFICATION

GLOBAL GREENTAGCert™
Simpla is Global GreenTagCert™ certified and has 
achieved GreenRate Level A (depending on speci-
fied table top) and LCARate Gold.
CURRENTLY UNDER RECERTIFICATION

FSC®
Most Simpla tables are available as FSC® certified 
upon request – the guarantee that the wood origins 
from forests that have been managed in an environ- 
mentally-friendly, socially responsible and economi-
cally viable manner.

VOC EMISSION
The Simpla laminated table top emits less than 
0.04 mg/m3 formaldehyde which is 69% below the 

limit value of the E1 standard. What’s more, the 
Simpla laminated table top emits less than 5 μg/m3 
of any other Volatile Organic Compound (VOC), and 
therefore Simpla ensures a healthy indoor 
air quality.

TRIVALENT CHROME PLATING
The standard chrome plating on Simpla is trivalent 
chrome. Trivalent chromium is a more environmen-
tally sound plating than the commonly used hexa- 
valent chromium. When plating with trivalent  
chromium less chemicals are needed and certain 
health risks are avoided during manufacturing.

RESIN IDENTIFICATION
The plastic components of Simpla are marked with 
ASTM (ISO 11469) resin identification codes whenever 
possible in order to facilitate correct sorting of com-
ponents for recycling.
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DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY 
It is a fact that products assembled with complex 
assemblies or requiring multiple tools are not likely 
to be repaired or recycled. Therefore, Simpla is  
cleverly designed to be easily disassembled by  
the use of a few handtools only. 

A SUSTAINABLE FRAME
All steel components of the Simpla table base are 
produced from 100% recycled material and the table 
base is 100% recyclable at the end of the product’s 
life.

DID YOU KNOW THAT…

- Simpla is 48% recyclable at the end of the 
   product’s life?
- Simpla contains no PVC, which goes for all 
   HOWE products?
- Simpla is space-saving and thus resource saving
   both during transport and use?
- Simpla is a combination of timeless and durable  
  design?
- Simpla is cost efficient and replacements of 
   components are easily manageable?
- Simpla is easy to disassemble for recycling?
- Simpla has a 5-year warranty?
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SIMPLA®
Material content

36%

11%

52%

1%

SIMPLA®
Recycled content

19%

21%

60%

Subject to ongoing changes and adjustments.

11.2023

→ HOWE.COM

Pre-consumer 
recycled content 60%

Post-consumer 
recycled content 19%

No recycled content 21%

Laminate wood 52%

Steel 36%

Zinc 11%

Plastic 1%


